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The Power of Pre-Suasion 

Dr. Cialdini’s latest research shows that the secret to 
persuasion doesn’t lie in the message itself, but in the key 
moment before that message is delivered. He visits the RSA to 
show that the best persuaders spend more time crafting what 
they do and say before making a request. 

http://bit.ly/2sJcVNI 

Mini article

This mini article is based on the fact that what Twitter thinks 
it know about you is often wrong. 

http://cnb.cx/2qXhDD3 

Apps 

Houseparty 

Houseparty is the group video chat 
app that is simple, synchronous and 
social. Given that Skype’s group 
video chat  isn’t free of charge, 
Houseparty continues serving as the 
ideal alternative. 

http://apple.co/2ruCgGH 

Books 

Hegarty on Advertising 
by Sir John Hegarty 

What makes a great idea? How does 
one best pitch to a prospective 
client? What effect will new 
technology have on advertising? This 
book contains over four decades of 
wisdom. 

http://amzn.to/2sGkfsF 
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First Elections for Space Nation 

The first elections for the space nation Asgardia began on 
June 13, 2017. The day before that, a new press conference 
about the next steps of Asgardia was held in Hong Kong. The 
founder Dr. Ashurbeyli said it simply: “We are not the best, we 
are the future.” 

http://bit.ly/2rH0x0q

Creativity & Tech 

This Gatorade advertisement 
features motion-tracked water 
droplets. The brand built this 
technology from scratch for creative 
advertisement that ties tech with 
creativity. 2,500 switches turn the 
water on and off, and motion 
capture tells it what to do. The visual 
results are impressive. 

http://bit.ly/2tjhfAq 

Cryptocurrencies 

As it is stated in this short video of 
WEF, a $1000 invested in Bitcoin in 
2010 would be worth $35 million 
today. The direction that 
cryptocurrencies and blockchain 
technology take is a curious one. 
Media technologies will continue 
influencing the world of finance that 
is dependent on data and global 
fast transactions. 

http://bit.ly/2tiTk3U 

Humanization of the Future 

Apple’s purpose of humanizing technology is an 
important one to pay attention to and to learn 
from. Without the esthetes, aestheticians, 
prioritization of beauty, humanity won’t have a 
bright future. Human creativity is the art of 
selecting out of the select and employing original 
intelligence that could not be replaced with 
artificial intelligence. 

http://bit.ly/2ruMU0e 
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